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MODERN LANGUAGES
Learning a modern language will prepare you for exciting
opportunities in tourism, international business, government and
further vocational study. Here at Edinburgh College, you can study
French, Spanish, Italian, German and Gaelic.
You will learn language skills that are valued by employers. What’s
more, you will build secondary skills you can apply to any career. Our
courses offer the possibility to gain a qualification in modern languages,
ranging from CfE qualifications, Nationals, Higher, Advanced Higher (in
some languages) and international Diplomas (in Spanish). Whichever
course you choose, we offer a range of study options, such as full-time,
part-time, evening or open learning, to suit your lifestyle.
If you’re already fluent in another language and wish to work as an
interpreter or translator in public services, our Chartered Institute of
Linguists (CIoL) Diploma in Public Service Interpreting is made for you.
Alternatively, if you’re looking to get back into education, we offer two
full-time access to university courses endorsed by SWAP (Scottish
Wider Access Programme) to prepare you for degree courses in
languages and humanities.

AWARDS

DELE DIPLOMAS

Edinburgh College
was awarded the
Nuffield Trophy for
Best Group Entry for
the Diploma in Public
Services Interpreting
in 2014.

Edinburgh College is
part of the Instituto
Cervantes network of
Examination Centres of
the Spanish Diplomas
as a Foreign Language (DELE), offering DELE
examinations in May and November, as well as
preparation courses for some levels.
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Looking back, without a doubt the Access
course was one of the best things I have
ever done. The course proved fantastic
and the teachers made me believe I could
become a student once again, and enjoy
myself in the process.
CHRIS JOWERS | HARPERCOLLINS TRANSLATOR
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SARAH MCARTHUR // ADVANCED HIGHER FRENCH
An Edinburgh College student
said “bonjour” to success as she
was crowned the country’s best
Advanced Higher French student
after working her way to top marks in
her final exam.
Sarah McArthur, scored 190
out of 200 in her final exam, the
highest mark in the country.
The Franco‑Scottish Society has
presented her with the Lansdowne
Prize, awarded annually to the
candidate who achieves the best
mark in Advanced Higher French.
Sarah studied for the qualification
at the college through open learning
while completing her sixth year at
Balerno High School, which was
unable to run the Advanced Higher
course.
Her Edinburgh College lecturer,
Caroline Cordier, said: “I am
extremely proud of Sarah. I would
like to emphasise the difficulty
of the Advanced Higher exam.
The Advanced Higher course is a
huge jump from Higher and is very
challenging academically. Taking
an Advanced Higher course is the
perfect way to prepare yourself for
progressing to university study.
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SONIA BELLINSEGNA //
TOURISM WITH LANGUAGES
Sonia, a previous Edinburgh College student,
knew studying languages would give her the
skills required for her dream job. She studied
Tourism with Languages at Edinburgh College
and progressed onto a Tourism degree at
University. Using the skills she gained at
college Sonia now works at Edinburgh Airport.
Having language qualifications has opened
up a lot of opportunities for Sonia and she has
recently returned to Edinburgh College to
complete a French language course to progress
her career even further.
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Travel
& Tourism:
COURSES
Course Progression

For more information about
any of our courses please visit:
edinburghcollege.ac.uk/courses

G - Granton, Mi - Milton Road,
Md - Midlothian, S - Sighthill

FT - Full-time, PT - Part-time
OL - Open Learning, EV - Evening

SCQF Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8

Equivalent to
Standard Grade General
Intermediate 1
National 4

Equivalent to
Standard Grade Credit
Intermediate 2
National 5
A2 Level (Languages)

Equivalent to
Highers
B2 Level (Languages)

Equivalent to
Advanced Higher
C1 Level (Languages)

Ready for 2nd/3rd year entry
to university

Travel &
Tourism

HND Travel & Tourism
Year 1

NC Travel & Tourism

Level 9/10

HND Travel & Tourism
Year 2

SCP

Strathclyde
BA Hospitality and Tourism
BA(Hons) International
Hospitality and Tourism
Management

HNC Travel & Tourism

SWAP Access to
Languages with Business

Modern
Languages

(Aligned uni courses)

Napier/QMU
BA(Hons) Tourism & Marketing
Management
BA(Hons) Tourism with
Management with Language

Access to HND
Travel & Tourism

Skills for Work:
Travel and Tourism

Articulation

Napier
BA(Hons) Tourism Management
BA(Hons) Tourism & Airline
Management

NC Activity Tourism

SCP

I - International

Edinburgh University
Napier University
QMU
Heriot‑Watt University
Dundee University
Stirling University
Abertay University
Strathclyde University

SWAP Access to Language,
Arts and Social Sciences

All Higher and Advanced Higher Modern Language courses including Open Learning have SCP infill capability.

Beginners & Post Beginners

Higher

French
German
Spanish
Italian

French
German
Spanish
Italian
Gaelic

Advanced Higher

French
Spanish
Italian
Gaelic

Gaelic History
Gaelic (Learners)
Preparation for Diploma in Spanish as a Foreign Lanaguage (DELE)
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Institute of Linguistics (IOL)
Diploma in Public Service Interpreting
(DPSI) Level 10
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For more information about
any of our courses please visit:
edinburghcollege.ac.uk/courses

COURSES
Interpreting
Course

S

Mode of Attendance

Campus

S

PT

OL

Continue your development of French through increased exposure time to the language to
give you the opportunity to acquire greater fluency, flexibility and accuracy.
S

PT

OL

This course aims to continue the progressive development of your knowledge and competence
of French language by extending the range and complexity of the language.
French Post Beginners

Course

S

PT

Campus

Mode of Attendance

EV

Continue your development of Gaelic through increased exposure time to the language to give
you the opportunity to acquire greater fluency, flexibility and accuracy.
Gaelic (Learners) Higher

EV

Higher Gaelic offers you the opportunity to gain fluency and use a wider range of language.
You’ll cover three units, language, study, reading and writing, focus, listening and speaking.
Gaelic Pre-Higher

French

French Higher

I - International

Gaelic (Learners) Advanced Higher

PT

This is a professional-level qualification offered by the Institute of Linguists (CIoL). It’s ideal if
you`re a bilingual person working, or wishing to work, as an interpreter and/or translator in
public services. This course is delivered through blended learning - a fortnightly twilight class,
on-line learning materials and Skype.

French Advanced Higher

FT - Full-time, PT - Part-time
OL - Open Learning, EV - Evening

Gaelic
Mode of Attendance

Campus

CIoL Diploma in Public Service
Interpreting (DPSI) SCQF Level 10

Course

G - Granton, Mi - Milton Road,
Md - Midlothian, S - Sighthill

G

OL

If you have an existing knowledge of Gaelic and would like to learn more, then this course is for
you. On successful completion, you’ll be prepared to progress to the Higher Gaelic (Learners)
course.
Gaelic Learners Reading and Writing
Skills

G

OL

If you have little or no Gaelic, or you want to refresh your skills this course is ideal. You’ll cover
reading, writing, listening and speaking, to prepare you for Pre-Higher Gaelic.

EV

This is a January start course. Get opportunities to consolidate and further your
communication and language skills. Classes are taught with emphasis on the spoken language
and you’ll develop basic language and interaction skills.
French Beginners

S

PT

EV

This course requires no prior knowledge of French and provides you with a good starting point.
You’ll learn the fundamentals of the language to enable you to communicate at a basic level.
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For more information about
any of our courses please visit:
edinburghcollege.ac.uk/courses

COURSES
German
Course

G - Granton, Mi - Milton Road,
Md - Midlothian, S - Sighthill

FT - Full-time, PT - Part-time
OL - Open Learning, EV - Evening

Spanish
Mode of Attendance

Campus

S

German Higher

PT

OL

This course aims to continue the progressive development of your knowledge and competence
of German language by extending the range and complexity of the language.
S

German Post Beginners

PT

EV

This is a January start course. Get opportunities to consolidate and further your
communication and language skills. Classes are taught with emphasis on the spoken language
and you’ll develop basic language and interaction skills.
S

German Beginners

PT

EV

This course requires no prior knowledge of German and provides you with a good starting
point. You’ll learn the fundamentals of the language to enable you to communicate at a basic
level.

Course

Italian
Italian Higher

Mode of Attendance

Campus

S

OL

This course aims to continue the progressive development of your knowledge and competence
of Italian language by extending the range and complexity of the language.
Italian Post Beginners

S

PT

Preparation for Diploma in Spanish as a
Foreign Language (DELE) Levels A2, B2, C1

S

S

PT

OL

These online 15 week courses will prepare you for the DELE examination at levels A2, B2
and C1. DELE examinations certify a degree of competence and mastery of Spanish with
international recognition of the level of language reached.
S

Spanish Advanced Higher

PT

OL

Continue your development of Spanish through increased exposure time to the language to
give you the opportunity to acquire greater fluency, flexibility and accuracy.
S

Spanish Higher

PT

OL EV

This course aims to continue the progressive development of your knowledge and competence
of Spanish language by extending the range and complexity of the language.
S

PT

EV

Get opportunities to consolidate and further your communication and language skills. Classes
are taught with emphasis on the spoken language and you’ll develop basic language and
interaction skills.
S

Spanish Beginners

PT

EV

This 18 week course requires no prior knowledge of Spanish and provides you with a good
starting point whatever your purpose. Classes are taught with emphasis on the spoken
language.

EV

This is a January start course. Get opportunities to consolidate and further your
communication and language skills. Classes are taught with emphasis on the spoken language
and you’ll develop basic language and interaction skills.
Italian Beginners

Mode of Attendance

Campus

Spanish Post Beginners

Course

I - International

EV

This course requires no prior knowledge of Italian and provides you with a good starting point.
You’ll learn the fundamentals of the language to enable you to communicate at a basic level.

Scottish Wider Access Programme
Course

Access to Languages with Business
(SWAP)

Mode of Attendance

Campus

S

FT

This course is designed to give you intensive academic preparation and the opportunity to
develop the skills and confidence required for entry into higher education language and
business courses.
Access to Languages, Arts and Social
Sciences (SWAP)

S

FT

If you’ve got few or no formal qualifications and have been out of full-time education, this
course is ideal. You’ll study languages, arts and social sciences to prepare you for degree study.
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For more information please visit:
edinburghcollege.ac.uk/courses
or call 0131 660 1010

Edinburgh College is a registered charity in Scotland.
Charity number SCO21213
For up-to-date information on our course selection or to speak
to an advisor please call 0131 660 1010.
Our course portfolio and campus allocation may be subject to
alteration.
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